HUMAN EYE AND THE COLOURFUL WORLD

The image
of a distance object is formed in front of the retina and not on the retina. Defected is corrected by
using Concave lenses such that the lens will bring the image back on to the retina.

The image of
a distance object is formed in behind the retina and not on the retina. Defected is corrected by using Convex
lenses such that the lens will bring the image back on to the retina.

7. Myopia and Hypermetropia : Sometimes a person may suffer from both near sightedness and

far-sightedness. Such people are advised to use bifocal lenses. Bifocal lenses consists of concave on
the upper portion and convex on the lower portion. Concave supports distinct vision and convex
supports near vision.

Violet
bends the most and Red bends the least. Newton first discovered this and then he passed this spectrum of light through
an another prism and he observed that again white light emerged. This proves that white light is made of VIBGYOR
colors.

The twinkling of stars is also due to atmospheric refraction. The air in the earth's
atmosphere is such that it has increasing refractive index. When starlight enters earth's
atmosphere it undergoes multiple refraction continuously before it reaches the earth. Because of
the increasing refractive index, the starlight bends downwards (ie towards the normal) and
thereby the apparent position of the star is slightly higher than its actual position. Also, this
apparent position of the star is not fixed. It keeps on changing slightly since the atmospheric
conditions of the earth keep varying. But however the stars are so distant that they appear fixed
to the naked eye.
Atmospheric Refraction is the same reason that the sun is seen about 2 minutes before actual sunrise and is seen
for about 2 minutes after sunset. The actual position of the sun is slightly shifted from the actual position of the
sun.

Tyndall effect : The earth's atmosphere is a mixture of many minute particles such as smoke, water
droplets, dust etc. When a beam of light strikes these fine particles, the path taken by that beam
becomes visible. Light gets reflected continuously by these particles and then reaches us. This
phenomenon of scattering of light by particles is the Tyndall effect. Tyndall effects explain why we
see the sky as blue, forests as green and so on.
Why does the Sky appear clear blue? The air molecules and other fine particles have sizes smaller than

the wavelength of visible light. Such particles scatter light of shorter wavelengths ie blue more
effectively than longer wavelengths( red). When sunlight passes through the atmosphere, the blue end
of the spectrum is scattered more. This enters our eyes and hence we see the sky as blue.

